
Page 18, Scene 19 Change Aubrey's father from Army to Air Force [applies to appearances in
scenes 105, 113, 114, and 115]
Page 23, Scene 22 Zeke the AF First LT appears - can he be ethnically diverse?
Page 72, Scene 70 MWD demo with Army, can it be Air Force SFS?
Page 73, Scene 76 C-130 prep to jump with Army v Can we make this Air Force PJs?
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Pg 18, Sc19 and elsewhere: Aubrey’s “big deal” dad wouldn’t be
personally involved in a USO tour that goes from installation to
installation, some of which would surely be out of his jurisdiction,
though he would know what going on with the whole tour.

Pg 20: Aubrey says that her father “...practically killed Osama Bin
Laden." She’s proud of her father, so we assume that comment is
played as a jest.

Pg 21, Sc 21: We don’t understand Chicago pointing “to his body.”

Pg 32, Sc 21: Officers don’t become K-9 handlers, though Chicago could
oversee them.

Pg 34, Sc 31 and elsewhere: Are these ”soldiers and their families”
actual or extras or both?

Pg 38, Sc 34: While neither Chicago nor Zeke would go after Fergus, but
they wouldn’t ignore the threat, either.

Pg 45, Sc 49 and elsewhere: no way uniformed military personnel
would be frequenting a gambling casino.



Pg 64: No one, not even Chicago, explained the retreat ceremony to
the Bellas?

Pg 65 Sc 71: the K—9 handler would quickly pull the dog away from
Chloe.

Pg 76, Chicago says that “Family is just who you surround yourself in
times of need.”

Pg 101, Sc 101: Who is marrying whom? And why is Chicago there?

Pg 102: a ”female soldier lifts Cynthia—Rose out ot the raft. They kiss
too.” I’m assuming that this kiss isn’t anything like Chicago and Chloe’s
reunion kiss will be, since they’re complete strangers.


